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The abstract s ationary theory of Kato and Kuroda is applied to multi- 
channel scattering problems. It is shown that stationary wave operators exist 
and are asymptotically complete whenever the resolvent can be completely 
described interms of primary singularities for a commuting family of channel 
Hamiltonians. The abstract theory is applied to prove asymptotic completeness 
in the three-body problem with pair potentials inL,(Rs) A L,(R”) for p > # . 
The theory of simple, orsingle channel, scattering systems [12, 211, 
of which the two-body Schrbdinger p oblem is typical, has been 
brought o a rather satisfactory state in recent years. The best results, 
and greatest insight, are generally obtained by means of abstract 
stationary theory, which has recently been put into an apparently 
definitive form by Kato and Kuroda [19, 201. For multichannel 
systems [l, 131, however, the situation isfar from satisfactory. As 
Kato [18] remarks, it would be desirable, at least from the point 
of view of the functional nalyst, ohave an abstract treatment of 
multichannel systems as well. It is the purpose of this paper to 
indicate such a theory, or, more precisely, to indicate how the existing 
stationary theory of Kato and Kuroda can be applied to multichannel 
systems. 
The major work on multichannel scattering is that of Faddeev 
[2-51 on the three-body problem. Faddeev works entirely inthe 
momentum representation. His main concept is that of a primary 
singularity, a certain type of singularity exhibited bythe momentum 
space kernel function fthe three-body resolvent R(z) as z approaches 
a point on the real axis (see [5, pp. 27-281, where they are called 
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fundamental singularities). Th  everal types of primary singularity 
correspond to the various channels ofH. 
Abstractly, one wishes to assume that 
where (Y runs over all channels. Here P, is a reducing projection 
of the free channel Hamiltonian H,, R@(Z) = (H, - x)-l, and 
Y,(z) is continuous up to the axis in an appropriate norm. The 
factors &(x) P; in this um are the abstract analogs ofthe primary 
singularities of Faddeev. Itis established in Theorem 2that in such 
cases the wave operators 
exist (in the Abelian sense), are isometric on P,&‘, and are asymp- 
totically complete inthe sense that 
The key to the proof is commutativity of channel Hamiltonians i  
the sense that there is a commuting family (Tm} of self-adjoint 
operators with H,P, = T,P, .This same fact is behind the time- 
dependent proof that he ranges of the various channel wave operators 
are orthogonal [ 121. 
In Section 2,this theory is applied tothe three-body problem. 
The treatment is similar tothe recent independent work of Thomas 
[23, 241 and Ginibre and Moulin [6]. 
For an expository account of multichannel scattering problems, 
see [l]; for additional references, s e the bibliography of Hepp [8]. 
Some more ,recent references are[6, 11, 22, 23, 241. 
Notation: We shall denote the real numbers by R, Euclidean 
n-space by R, , the characteristic function fa set S by xs, the 
range of an operator T on L%? by TZ, the domain of T by D(T), 
and the kernel or nullspace of T by ker T. Inner products will be 
denoted by(*, *) and norms by [ * j and 11 -11, depending onthe space. 
If H = Jh &(A) is self-adjoint, we write E[S] = Js &Z(X), and 
E,,[S] = E[.SJ P, , where P,, projects onto the absolutely con- 
tinuous subspace &f&(H) of H. An integral without limits i under- 
stood to extend over the entire ange of the variable. If  is a variable 
in R,, we shall sometimes write L,(dQ instead ofL&Q. If X is a 
Banach space, then L&R, , 3E) consists of the Bochner measurable 
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X-valued functions with norm in L&R,). In particular, L,(d.$, La(&)) 
denotes L,(dx)-valued f nctions f 5, with L, norms in L, ; that is, 
functionsf(e, x) with 
We shall write 
s,(t) = (+7)(P + q--1. 
The Laplacian operator nL&R,) will be denoted by A,& ,while 
“s-1im” and “w-1im” will denote strong and weak limits. 
1. ABSTRACT STATIONARY THEORY 
We shall first ummarize the results of Kato and Kuroda [19, 201 
that we shall need, and then apply these results omultichannel 
problems. 
1.1. Spectral Forms and Wave Operators 
Let H = JhdE(X) b e self-adjoint on 8, and X a linear manifold 
in Y?, which is a normed space with its own norm. The completion 
of X will be denoted by R. Let P be a reducing projection of H, 
F a Bore1 subset of R, and f(A; x, y) a weakly Lebesgue measurable 
family of continuous, nonnegative sesquilinear forms on X, defined 
for XE .ZY Setf(A; x)= f(A; x, 3). If 
s 
f(A; x) dh = / E[S] Px I2 
S 
for every Bore1 set S C r, and every xE X, then (f, X) will be called 
a spectral form for HP on I’. If P = I, we shall just speak of a spectral 
form for H on r. One sees immediately from (1.1) that 
PS c SfgH). 
A spectral form for HP induces a direct integral spectral epresentation 
for the part of H in PST [19, 201. Elements ofthe form E[S]x, where 
x E X and S C I’, are dense in E[fl PX. 
Let Hj = J h dEj(X) be self-adjoint on tij (j = 1, 2). Let r be a 
Bore1 set and (fj ,5) a spectral form for Hj on r. A family G(h) E
g(X, , 35,) of bounded operators, defined for X E I’, will be called 
strongly measurable iff G(X) x is measurable in the sense of Bochner 
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[lo, pp. 71-751 for every xE R, . The generalized wave operator 
induced by G(X) is the operator U defined by
%ae[SJ x2> = s f&C G(h) x1 , x2) dA, (1.2) s,ns, 
where xi E Xj and Si C r. There is at most one such 
u E -@ULa,[~l xl a E,,ac[~l~,. 
THEOREM 1 (Kato and Kuroda [19, 201). Let G(X) E g(K,, x,) 
and Y(h) E 9?(K, fl) be strongly measurable families ofoperators on r 
such that for A E r and xi E Xi , 
fi(k xl> = f& ‘W 4, (1.3) 
.f,(k x2) = fl(k Y(A) *a), (l-4) 
and 
G(h) Y(A) = 1. (1.5) 
Then the generalized waveoperator W induced by Y(h) exists, and is a 
unitary mapping of E,,,,[Fj Z9 onto E,,,[F] Sl satisfying 
WH, = H,W. 
Its inverse isthe generalized wave operator U induced by G(h). 
Proof. By [20, Sects. 2-31, W and U exist, are isometric on 
E2d?‘l 6 and J%~[~I 6 p respectively, and intertwine Hr and 
Ha. The argument in [20, pp. 109-1101 shows that he operators 
G(X) and p(\cx) induced on the fibers satisfy 
C(A) P(X) = I, 
which implies immediately that 
UW = J%,&‘). 
Hence U is surjective, and so U and W are unitary. 
Remark. It is not assumed that Y(h) G(h) = 1, and in the intended 
applications thiis not likely tohold. 
Let us now briefly recall the Abelian limit wave operators of 
two-space scattering theory [17]. Let J E g(tir ,&Ez) and define 
W+(E) = W+(C; H, , Hl ; J) = 2~ la e-2rteiH”tJe-iHlt dt 
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The operator W(E) is in 2J(Z1 , Z..), with norm not exceeding (/ J11. 
Its adjoint is
W+*(E) = W+(G ffl ,ff2 ;I*). 
If Zr = Z2 and J = 1, we shall write W+(E; Ha, Hr ; J) = 
W+(C; Ha , Hr). For any Bore1 set S, define W+(G; S) = 
w+(‘; H, , HI; I; S) by 
(W+(c; S)u, v) = (e/n) j (JR,@ + k)u, R,(h + i~)v) dA. (1.6) 
s 
For S = R, one has W(e; R) = W(E) [19, p. 1331. 
LEMMA 1. Equation (1.6) de$nes a uniqvce operator W+(E; S), 
with norm not exceeding jjJI(. If u E E,,,,[S’] 2Fl, and S’ is disjoint 
from S, then 
s-J:em W+(E; S)u = 0. (1.7) 
Moreover, for any S 
w4i0m{W+(~) E,[S] - E,[S] W+(E)} = 0. (1.8) 
Proof. The integrand of(1.6) does not exceed 11 J11 times 
(+r) 1 R,(h + ie)u 11 R,(h + k)v j = (S,(H, - X)u, u)l/2 (S,(H, - h)v, vy. 
(1.9) 
Use Schwarz’s inequality, andinterchange the order of integration 
to obtain 
IW(5 S)u, VI2 
The right side does not exceed / u I2 1 ZJ I2 because 0 < S,*xs < 1, 
so W(C, S) is a contraction. 
If u E E,,,,[S’] &‘rthen lim 6,axs = xs vanishes a.e., with respect 
to d(E,(h)u, u). Th ere fore, the first factor on the right of (1.9) tends 
to zero as E 4 0. Since the second factor does not exceed 1v 12, (1.7) 
follows. 
To prove (1.8), note first that 
8 
= 2ee- iSHZ e-2rteitH,e-itH, & + (1_ e’“) Jsrn e-2cteitHze--itff1 &I. 
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The norm of the right side does not exceed 2~ 1 s 1 + j 1 - e-2cs /,
so the left side tends to zero in norm. Equation (1.8) follows by
approximation of xs(h) by trigonometric polynomials on bounded sets. 
1.2. Primary Singularities and Asymptotic Completeness 
Let r be a Bore1 subset of R. Let there be given, for every 01 in 
a finite index set, a self-adjoint perator H,= J X dE,(X) on 3, 
a reducing projection P, of H, and a spectral form (fo, 3,) for 
H,P, on I’, with X, C P,Z C 3Q(H,). Assume that here is a com- 
muting family {Toi} ofself-adjoint operators such that 
T,P, = P,T, = H,P, 
and so that he closure ofT, - T, has kernel (01 for 01 # 8. Let 
R,(z) = (Ha - x)-l. A ssume T, is absolutely continuous. 
Let H be self-adjoint n S’, and assume that D(H) = D(H,) 
for every a. Let 9, = H - H, , and define 
G&) = [I + p&(41 P, . 
Suppose that here are a normed subspace 3Eof S and operators 
YJ.z) E SI(P, Pus) n g(X, 3&), defined and analytic for Im x # 0, 
such that G,(z) X, C X and 
(1.11) 
Under these hypotheses, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that for X E r and each cy, G,(h + k) and 
Y&X + k) have strong limits inL~?I(X, , f) and B(f, f,) respectively 
as E 4 0. Assume also that for each 01, h E r and E > 0, the form 
f”‘(h; x )= c 0 (6 (H - h) P LI a% ? PLx%>, x, E % , 
extends bycontinuity to f, , and 
(1.12) 
(a) For each 01, the generalized wave operator W, induced by
G&h + i0) exists and is partially isometric with initial setP,E,,,,[r]Z 
and 
W, = s-$p W+(G H, HJ PJ,,,,[rl. (1.13) 
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(b) The family { ?Voi} s asymptotically complete; that is, 
E[T] iqH> = c” w$r. (1.14) 
(c) The projection Q := W, W,* onto W,S is given by 
I Qzoix I2 = j)m(k Y,(A + iO)x) dh (1.15) 
fOY x E 3. 
The operator T, may be called the cxth channel Hamiltonian d 
R,(x) P, the primary singularity of the oath channel. 
The stationary formula (1.15) for the projection Qa may be written 
formally as 
Qm = s, Y,*(h + iO)[dE,(h) P,]/dh Y,(h + i0) dh. 
The reason for distinguishing between T, and H, will become 
clear in the application to the three-body problem. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following proposition, 
which is closely related tothe time-dependent proof that he ranges 
of W, are orthogonal [13, p. 671. 
LEMMA 2. Let HI and Hz be commuting self-adjoin2 operators. 
Assume that HI is absolutely continuous, and that H = HI - H, 
has kernel {O}. Th en f OY every Bore1 set S and x, y E SF, 
‘i&T E s(R,(A + k)x, R,(h + k)y) dh = 0. (1.16) s 
Proof. We must show that W+(E; S) = W+(E; Hz , HI ; S) tends 
to zero weakly. However, 
W(e; S) = W(E) E[S] + W(E, S) E[S’] - W(q S’) E[S], 
where S’ = lF8 N S. The second and third terms tend to zero strongly 
because HI is absolutely continuous, by (1.7). The first term tends 
to zero weakly; for 
( W(E)X, y) = 2~ j: e-2’t(e-iHltx, emiH$) dt 
I 
m 
= 26 e-2rt(e--iHtx, y) dt 
m 
= 24H - i24-1 x, y) 
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converges to (Pox, JJ), where P, projects onto ker(H). Byassumption 
this is zero. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Following Faddeev [5, pp. 67-681, define the 
new spaces 
A=C"P$ 
a 
and 
so that 2 C 9. These are abstract direct sums, and not sums in 3, 
for the spaces P,A? need not be orthogonal in Z, or even disjoint. 
Elements i E.z? will be written as4 = x.,” x, . Let J?, be the restric- 
tion of H, to P,X. Define an operator 
on 2, and let a(z) = (Z? - z)-‘. Since by hypothesis, Pa% C 
&&(H,), A is absolutely continuous. If one defines 
where R = Cp X, ~2, then (j, f) is a spectral form for $? on r. 
For Im z # 0, define operators G(x) E&?(.x?, A )A 9@, X) and 
Y(z) EccS(c%, 2) n AY(X, f) by 
and 
Y(s)x = co Y&)x, x E x. 
a 
From (1.11) and the definition of G,(z) it follows that 
G(z) Y(z) = I, (1.17) 
so that he boundary values, which clearly exist on r, satisfy 
G(h + i0) Y(X + i0) = I. (1.18) 
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Define 
f(h; x) = f(h; Y(h + iO)x) = 1 f,(h; Y&i + iO)x) (1.19) 
a 
for x E X and X E r. We shall prove that f(A; X) is a spectral form 
for HP,, on I’. Since the functions supO<~(r llf,a(h; .)I1 and 
SUPOG<l II YE@ + i4I are measurable and finite a.e., r is the union 
of a sequence ofsets on whichf/(h; *)and Y,(h + k) are uniformly 
bounded in norm. We may therefore assume that hese norms are 
bounded on r by a constant M. Let X=(Z) = YE(z)x and 
fY’(k YOL ,YP) = (+ww + ie) Ya> &(h + q Yl3) 
for ya E X, so that f$“’ = f~. One has 
I .P’(k ya 9 YB)12 < fl”)(k YJ f?‘(k Yd (1.20) 
so that f JQ?’ extends bycontinuity to a sesquilinear formon f, x fs 
for each A. Hence the form 
fc(k 4 = @,(H - 4% 4 
= p”‘(A; x,(h + k), x&i + 2.6)) (1.21) 
extends bycontinuity to f, and is bounded uniformly in norm. 
We claim that, for 01 # /I, 
(1.22) 
Let 6 > 0 be fixed and choose a simple X,-valued function u,(h) 
so that j] ~JX)llx, < M and 
I r II ~(4 -~3 + Wlx, a. 
Choose z+,(h) similarly. The integral of (1.22) may then be rewritten as 
s f?%; u,(h), u,(h)) dh r 
(1.23) 
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Now in the definition of fF*s’, R,(h + k) may be replaced by
(T, - x -,ic)-1. s ince the Ta’s commute, Lemma 2 applies to
f y,LN, and it follows that he first term of (1.23) tends to zero as 
E J. 0. Using the estimate (1.20) and Schwarz, one finds that he 
second term does not exceed 
< M3’2 16 + j II x,0 + i4 - x,(h + ~O)llx~ dA/. (1.24) 
r 
The second term of (1.24) tends to zero as E 4 0 because its integral 
is bounded uniformly and tends to zero a.e. If the third term of (1.23) 
is estimated in the same way as the second, one finds at last that 
li”f,;up j S,f~*“‘(h, x,(h + k), x,&i + ~2)) dh 1 < 2M3i2S. 
This implies (1.22) b ecause 6 is arbitrary. Let S C r have finite 
measure. Integrate (1.21) over S, let E$0, and use (1.12) and (1.22) 
to obtain 
= ; jsf& %,(A + i0)) dh=jsf(k 4 dx. 
Passage to the limit under the integral isjustified b cause the 
integrands areuniformly bounded. Hence, fis a spectral form for H
on l? 
Next, we claim that 
For 
f(h; 2) = f(h; G(X + iO)i). (1.25) 
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where z = X + k. Thus for S C r 
1 f(A; G(X + iO)x) dh = lii j fJX; G(X + z+) dh 
s S 
= $ lii pyh; x, , xg) dA = S,f(A; a) d/L 
We have again assumed uniform boundedness on I’ to permit passage 
to the limit under the integral, ndhave used Lemma 2 for the 
off-diagonal terms. 
Equations (1.18), (1.19), and (1.25) permit he application of 
Theorem 1 to obtain a complete, isometric, generalized wave 
operator W E g( 9, ti), induced by Y(X + i0). The restriction IV, 
of W to the summand PaA? of 2 is then the generalized wave 
operator induced by YJA + i0). Since W is isometric, IV is also, 
while completeness of W gives 
E,,[r] Sac(H) = WG@ = c” W,P,&‘. 
a 
It remains to prove (1.13). Define JE g(&, A?) by 
where 2 = C,” x, . The adjoint J*E a(%‘, 2) is given by 
J*x = 1” Pax. 
a 
Equation (1.11) may now be rewritten as 
R(z) = J&z) Y(z). 
We claim that 
(1.26) 
h(W(c; s>a, x) = (w+E[s]a, x) (1.27) 
for xE X and 2 E f. For by (1.26), 
(W(c; S)a, x) = (q’w) j-s (J&A + z-,)9, J&X + i,) Y(h + k)x) dA 
= g j-sfj”-o’(A; x, , Y&i+ k)x) dA. 
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The same approximation argument that leads to (1.22) shows that 
this converges to 
Y&h + i0) x,) dA = (W+a??[S].$ x). 
If S, C r and S, is arbitrary, thenby (1.8), 
(W+(E) jqS,]% E[S,]x> = (W+(E) aw, x> + o(l), (1.28) 
where S = S, n S, , for any x E X. In particular, if xis orthogonal 
to E[FJ P,#, then x = E[S,]x, where S, C I’ has measure zero. 
But then S also has measure zero, and so e[S]a = 0 since X? is 
absolutely continuous. Hence, 
hn@V+(t) J!?[S$, x> = 0 (1.29) 
if x is orthogonal to E[r] P,X. 
Returning to(1.28), let zi = e[Sja nd S’ = aB N S. By (1.7), 
W+(c)ii = W+(c; S’)ti + W+(e; s>a - W+(e; S) E[s’]a 
= W+(E; s)a + o(1). (1.30) 
If we take L$ Ef and x E X, then combining (1.27) and (1.28) with 
(1.30) gives 
;~~<w+(4 8[W, E[S2lx) = (W&S]4 x> 
= <wm& q&lx) (1.31) 
because W intertwines H and A. Since (f, X) is a spectral form for 
HP, on F, elements ofthe form E[S,]x, S, C F, are dense in 
E[F] PA, and similarly those of the form ~[S,]V~ are dense in 
Z?[F]&. Taking into account (1.29) and boundedness ofW+(E) in 
norm, we obtain from (1.31) that 
W = w;liem W+(E) E[T]. (1.32) 
Now fix 01 and let $ = 1: 6,sx, , where x, E Pa%. Then W2 = Wax, 
and 
W+(e)2 = W+(c; H, H,) Paxa .
Equation (1.31) therefore implies that (1.13) holds with weak con- 
vergence. But since W, is isometric on E,[.Z’] P,X’ this implies 
strong convergence. 
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2. FADDEEV’S EQUATIONS 
In this ection, the abstract theory of Section 1 will be applied 
to the three-body problem. After summarizing some two-body 
results and kinematical formulas, Faddeev’s equations are derived. 
The main result is Theorem 3, which gives estimates for the on-shell 
matrix A(x). The proof of this theorem is deferred tothe Appendix. 
The final section, in which Theorem 2 is applied to obtain asymptotic 
completeness, i  intended as the justification and clarification of the 
abstract theory of Section 1. 
2.1. The Two-Body Problem 
We suppose the reader to be acquainted with the theory of the 
two-body Schrodinger operator 
h = -h, + V(x) 
on L,(R,), where h, = 2k2 = -24 . Let r,,(z) = (h, - x)-i, and let 
U(X) and b(x) be functions inLa(!Rs). The operator 
then extends by continuity oa Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L, , 
which is continuous p to the axis in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
In order to do three-body theory, we shall make the following 
hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS I. (a) Let V(x) = a(x) b(x), where a(x) and b(x) are 
real-valued functions inL&J n I&Q for some I and s, 1 < r < 
3<s<oo. 
(b) Assume that the operator I + p&h f i0) is invertible for
h 2 0. 
Under this hypothesis, there is a certain self-adjoint extension h 
of h, + ab, having the following properties: 
(i) The essential spectrum of h is [0, 001. There are only a 
finite number of negative eigenvalues of h. If V E L,( I&), then their 
eigenfunctions arein L,(R,) for 1 < p < co. 
(ii) The part of h in [0, co] is unitarily equivalent to h, , 
via the time-dependent wave operators. 
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(iii) Let +r ,..., 4, be the bound states, with energies h,,..., X, , 
and define 
y,(z) = t.(z) - f (A, - 4-l <., A> +k . 
k-1 
Then q,(z) = ar,(z)b isanalytic for x 4 [0, co] and continuous up 
to the axis in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
(iv) For each K = l,..., m, 
4k + [~o(~Jc)~l(~47c) = 0. 
Remarks. (1) For X > 0, the implicit condition (b) can be replaced 
by any of several more explicit conditions which imply it. For 
example suppose that V(x) = (1 + 1 x 12)+ W(x), where 01 > 1 and 
WEL,(W) + L&q, and take b(x) = (1 + 1 x 12)--8 where 1 < 
2/3 < a. The method of Agmon [32, XIII.71 then shows that any 
X > 0 for which (b) fails must be a positive eigenvalue ofh. Explicit 
conditions which exclude positive eigenvalues are given in [29, 30, 
33, 341. Actually, the proof given in [32] is much simpler in the 
present case 01 > 1, than in Agmon’s case 01 > &. 
For X = 0, condition (b) may fail for very nice potentials (square 
wells, for example), and when it does, A = 0 may or may not be an 
eigenvalue ofh. However, such behavior is quite unstable (as are 
positive eigenvalues); foras Faddeev [5, p. 221 remarks, if V(x) 
is replaced by(1 + 6) V(x) with E small, but not zero, then condition 
(b) can no longer fail. See also [6, Proposition 3.31. 
(2) Proofs of (i)-(iv) may b e f ound throughout the literature. 
For (i), see [31, 341; for (ii) see [19, 201; and for (iv) see [34]. The 
statement in (i) that bound states are in L, , 1 < p < co can be 
proved by iterating theintegral equation of (iv), and using equations 
(A.l) and (A.2) of the Appendix. 
2.2. Three-Body Kinematics 
In this ection, we shall collect for the reader’s convenience some 
formulas pertaining tothe annoying matter of internal coordinates 
for a system of three particles. We shall assume for the masses that 
m,=m,=m,=Q. 
Let qr, q2 and q3 be the coordinates of the three particles, and
K~ , ~~ and ~~ the conjugate momenta. Momenta will often be inter- 
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preted as differential operators in the usual manner. We define the 
center-of-mass 
x = H41 + 42 + qs), 
the relative coordinates 
Xl = q2 - 43 9 
x2 = 43 - 91, 
x3 = 41 - c72 7 
for which x1 + xa + xs = 0, and the coordinates 
& = (672 +!?s)P) - Ql, etc, 
which are the relative coordinates between the position of one 
particle and the center-of-mass of the other two. The conjugate 
momenta are 
K = ‘Cl + ‘$ + K3 
k, = i(K2 - K3), etc, 
and 
p, = +(‘Q + K3 - 2K1), 
The free Hamiltonian is then 
etc. 
-A, = ~~~ + K22 + K32 = 2k,2 + $p,z + K2 (2.1) 
for 01 = 1, 2, 3. The variables (x, , <,), and consequently also (k, , pa) 
transform among themselves. One easily computes, for example, that 
x2 = 51 - &I , 52 = -B% - & 1 
& = gx2 - g2 . 
(2.2) 
x1= -t,-4x2, 
For additional details, see [5]. 
2.3. Faddeev’s Equations 
With these preliminaries over, let us turn our attention to the 
operator 
H = H, + VA) + v,(xz) + J’,(x,) 
on X = L&R,), where H,, = 2km2 + $p.” (a = 1,2, 3). We shall 
make the following assumption: 
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HYPOTHESIS II. For 01 = 1, 2, 3, V=(x,) EL,(R,) n L&R,), for 
some p, 1 < p < 3. Each two-body operator h, = 2kN2 + V, satisjies 
Hypothesis I ofSection 2.1. 
For a? = 1, h, operates on L2(dx1), and one has 
r1(x) = (h, - z)-’ = TIC(Z) + 3 (A?’ - z)-’ (*, &‘) &‘, (2.3) 
P=l 
where 4:“’ (k = l,..., m) are the negative energy bound states ofh, , 
and Xik) (k = I,..., m,)the corresponding energies. We shall also 
;r; :$)i= ( +p12 - x)-l, an operator nL,(de+ and ,Y,$“(x) 7 
an operator nL,(dx,). Similar notations will obtain 
for’s = 2, 3: Define 
H, = Ho + ~a@,), a= 1,2,3. 
By a classical result ofKato [14], H and Ii, are essentially se f- 
adjoint when restricted o Cem(Rs). Let R(z) = (H - .z)-’ and 
R,(a) = (H, - z)-’ (CX = 0, 1,2, 3). 
The space R, may be coordinatized by any of the three pairs 
(& , x,) of internal coordinates, which transform among one another 
according to (2.2). Ifone defines 
for U, v EL,@,), then ti is decomposed inthree different ways 
as L,(R,) @L2(Rs). The operator H,, has variables s parable with 
respect toall three factorizations, while H is separable with respect 
to the orth factorization only.
Departing temporarily from the notation above, let us recall 
the convolution f rmula for the resolvent R(z) = (H - z)-’ of an 
operator H = h, @I + I @ h, with variables s parable [26, 271. 
If y is a smooth contour separating a(h,) from x - o(h,), and, say, 
coincides with the imaginary axis at large distances, then 
R(z) = (l/274 j- y& - 5) 0 rz(5) &.Y (2.4) 
LEMMA 2.1. If a is h,-smooth, en A = a @I is H-smooth and 
II A IIH = II aIlk, . 
580/22/3-6 
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Proof. For the concept of H-smoothness, ee [15, 161. By 116, 
Theorem 2.11, [I A $, = Ii aJh, is equivalent to
rZ 1 Ae-'"'fi2 
sup ( 
f 
--- dt = sup fin -‘““x i’ 
- -z IfI” 1‘ ---0c 
’ “e! x,2 - dt. 
One has ue-iH1 = ue@lf x e-ihal, so that setting f = x @ y with 0
j y 1 = 1 yields 1; A ljH >, // a$,, .Conversely, by Fatou’s lemma, it 
suffices to take the supremum over a dense set of f ‘s. If f == 
XI; xk @ yk , where {xk} and { y,J are orthogonal sets, then 
! Ale-iHLf I2 =: 1 (ue-ik’fxk , ue-ik~f.xj)(e-ih’~k , ”+j)
Jk 
1- $ , ue-‘“‘txk 2 /yk 12. 
Thus 
so that II A IL < II aih, .
Applying the convolution formula (2.4) to Hi , and using (2.3) gives 
R,(z) : R,“(z) + c g,(z - Xl”‘, @I(-, &‘> +I”‘, 
k=l 
12.5) 
where 
R,%) = (1/W j- g&3 01 y1c(z - 5) d5- 
Y 
We now wish to use the factorization method to study H [15, 191. 
Factor the pair potentials into 
r’,(G) = b,(xJ %W (a= 1,2,3), 
where a, and b, are real functions. Let a, and b, be the corresponding 
operators onL,(dxJ, A, == I 0. a, and B, = I @ b, . If, as we shall 
assume, a, , b, ~L,(dx,) for some p < 3 and some p > 3, then a, 
and b, are k,2-smooth, and hence, by Lemma 2.1, and (2.1), A, 
and B, are H,-smooth. Kate’s remark [15, Remark 1 .lO] leads one 
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to factor the total perturbation V = Vi + I’, + Va through the 
space 3?(a) = ST @ .Z @ SP as 
V = B*A, 
where A: S -+ J?(~) is densely defined by
and B: X’ + &t3) similarly, so that 
Xl 
B* x2 0 = B,x, + Bgx, + B,x, .x3 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
For Im z # 0, the operator 
Qd4 = 444 B* 
on ~3~) has the matrix 
As we shall show in the Appendix, f&(z) is bounded and continuous 
up to the real axis. If one multiplies I $ go(z) on the left by the 
diagonal matrix 
I- AA@4 4 0 
D(z) = 0 I- A,&(4 4 
0 0 
and uses the fact that 
by the second resolvent equation [15, Eq. (2.5)], one obtains the 
(symmetrized) Fu deev matrix 
1 + F(z) = WP + Q&)1, (2.8) 
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For Im z # 0, F(z) can be shown to be compact by the methods 
of the Appendix, although weshall not use this fact. 
The matrix A(z). If we were now to follow the line of single- 
channel scattering theory and attempt tocontinue 
[I +Qocw = [I +wl-1 w (2.9) 
up to the axis, wewould fail because D(x) and F(z) contain primary 
singularities of thetype discussed in Section 1.2, arising from the 
final terms of (2.5) and its analogs for (Y = 2, 3. 
However, although t e primary singularities prevent continuation 
of (2.8) itself, theresidues of (2.8) at those singularities can becon- 
tinued. Faddeev does this by replacing F(z) by a new matrix A(z), 
which we shall now define. 
Let 1:“’ be the mapping from X = Ls(Rs) into L&R, , d(r) defined 
bY 
that is, 
Jl(lc) = I ml (., &‘); 
<J!v,CSl, = 1f@l 9 61) &)(x1) k . 
Let h, = [Ls(R, ; d.$,)]“l and define J: 2 + h, by 
. 
Define T,(z): h,-+ &’ by 
One then has 
A$&) = A& (4 + r&4 11. 
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Introducing thenotations 
and similar notations forother indices, onehas 
The matrix A(z) is obtained from F(z) by replacing the element 
&(z) of F(z) by the matrix operator A12(z): X @ h, + X @ hl 
defined by
Thus, A(z) is the matrix 
acting on.%? @ h1 @ 8 @ h, @ 8 @ h, . 
The matrix A(z) can be continued up to the axis in an appropriate 
norm. Define 
THEOREM 3. Assume that a,(~,) and b,(x,) are in L,(dx,) for 
some p > 3 and p = 4. Choose q such that 1 f q < 615 and there 
isapwithl/q= ~+(l/p),anda,,b,~L,.Then 
(a) A(z) is bounded on ?Y, ana2ytic nz for Im z # 0, and 
continuous up to the real axis in operator norm. 
(b) As X -+ -co through real values, A2(z) --f 0 in norm. 
(c) AZ(z) is compact on +Y. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There is a closed subset .N of R, of Lebesgue 
measure zero, such that I + A(h + i0) is invertible on CY for A $ JV. 
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Proof. By a lemma of Kato and Kuroda [18; Lemma 4.201 
there is such a set EJ off which I- A2(X + i0) is invertible. But 
(I + A)-1 = (I - A)(1 - AZ)-1. 
Remarks. (1) It is interesting o ote that formula (2.9) provides 
an explicit formula for the inverse ofI + F(x) when Im 2: # 0. In 
fact, 
[I + qw = [I - Q@)l D-y+, 
where Q(z) = AR(z)B and D-l(z) is diagonal with elements 
I + A,R,(x)B, (a= 1, 2, 3). Thus 
is a typical off-diagonal element. The matrix of Faddeev [4, Eq. (lo)] 
corresponds to the trivial f ctorization A, = V, and B, = I. 
(2) The derivation of Faddeev’s equations by factorization, 
although convenient, provides little insight, anddoes not generalize 
(at least in the obvious way) to four or more bodies. For better 
discussions of the derivation, see [2, 81. 
2.4. Scattering Theory 
Let H and H, (CY = 0, 1, 2, 3) be defined as in the preceding 
section. Let
THEOREM 4. Let Hypothesis II be satisfied. Then for (Y = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
the strong Abelian limit 
~2) = lirn eiHte-iHatp 
t-+*-l 
a 
exists, i  a partial isometry with initial setP,H, and 
pa, = i wy[wk)l*. 
LY=O 
(2.11) 
Remarks. (1) It is known [l, 71 that he limits (2.10) exist rongly. 
Our method oes not yield this, because the spaces 3E, below are not 
pre-Hilbert [20, p. 1241, although t is could have been arranged. 
(2) Thomas [23, 241 and Ginibre and Moulin [6] have proved 
this result under the weaker hypothesis that V, E Lp for some p > # 
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and some p < g. The hypothesis V, EL, was made here because 
it was assumed that D(H) = D(H,) in Theorem 2. Some of the 
standard tricks should suffice to avoid this. 
(3) Two-body scattering theory has been carried out for 
potentials which vanish like 1x I-~, 01 > 1, at infinity, while our 
conditions require (II > 2, as do those of [6, 23, 241. The main 
obstacle seems to be the estimate ofthe operator Qua’, or some 
similar operator. 
(4) If T: # -+ Z1 is a closed densely defined operator between 
two Hilbert spaces, define 9(T) to be the range of T, with the norm 
Then 9%?(T) isaHilbert space. Anoperator W:W(T) --+ .% is bounded 
if WT: YP -+ L8 is bounded, and 11 WI/ < 11 WT 11, while if S: a ---t Z 
is bounded, then TS: g -+ W(T) is bounded, with norm no more 
than II S/I. a may be any Banach space. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Factor V%(x,) = a&(x,) b,(x,) (a= 1, 2, 3) 
so that a, and b, satisfy theconditions f Theorem 3. Define A and B* 
by (2.6) and (2.7). Choose 4 in accordance with Theorem 3, and 
assume for simplicity that h, , h, , and h, each have exactly one 
negative energy bound state. Define 
and 
x = W(B*) = 3, 
with 
/I uOd. IIX, = II uII0 - 
For Im x # 0, define X(z): %’ + Zt3) by 
andL(z): I-+?Y by 
It is clear that X(z) is bounded for Im z # 0. 
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LEMMA 2.2. The operator L(x): 3E -+ $Y is bounded and continuous 
up to the axis in operator norm. 
Proof. This follows from the facts, proved in the Appendix, 
that, e.g., JIB,: SF ---t L&d&) is bounded, and A,Rlc(z)B, is bounded 
and continuous up to the axis in Z-operator norm (cf. Remark (3) 
above). 
By a similar remark, AR,(x) is bounded from X to SF(~). Thus, 
one can easily verify that 
D(2) AR,(z) = X(2) L(2) (2.12) 
and 
F(2) X(2) = X(2) A(2). (2.13) 
Now [15, Eq. (1.6)] one has, for Im z # 0, 
R(x) = R,(z) - p,(q]* [I + Q&)1--’ AR&). 
However, by (2.12) and (2.13), 
[I +Q&ll-’ Md4 = V + WI-’ W A%(x) 
= [I + F(x)]-’ X(x)L(z) = X(z)[l + A(2)]4L(z). 
Thus 
R(2) = R,(x) - [B&(P)]* X(z)[l + A(2)]-IL(z). (2.14) 
Let 13, be the obvious projection of Y onto L,(d[,) for 01 = 1, 2, 3 
and 8, = I- (0, + 8, + 13,) the projection of Y onto &13). One has 
for yE Y 
[w,@)l* XC4 ‘LY = &(4[g& -A$-&Y 0, bmdal> 
which by (A.4) of the Appendix is equal to 
[W) - g& - 4) 0, W,Y @CA1 
because r,(h,) b,(a,&) = -4. . Therefore, if one defines 
y&4r = (VW + 44-'wYl @aA) 
for a = 1,2,3 and 
Y,(z)y = - B*@,[I + 441-’ WY 
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Then, noting that X(z)Bs = do, one finds that 
It is now apparent that Ya(z): X + X, is continuous up to the axis 
in operator norm, whenever h E JV (cf. Remark (3) above). 
Thus R(x) has primary singularities lik  R,(z)P, (a= 0, 1, 2, 3). 
The H,‘s themselves do not commute. However, since 
one has 
HJ’, = [%~a” + %x2 + Val Pa = ($~a” + kc> Pa . 
Thus, we may take 
Tcx = %PM” + A, (a = 1,2,3) 
and Z’, = H, for the commuting channel Hamiltonians. 
For OT = 1,2, 3, the operator 
is norm continuous up to the axis, as an operator f om R, to K, 
by step (iv) of the Appendix and Remark (3) above. For 01 = 0, 
one has P, = I and 
which is also norm continuous up to the axis as an operator f om 35 
to I, by steps (i) and (ii) of the Appendix, and Remark (3) above. 
For CY = 1, 2, 3, the approximate sp ctral form fp’(h, *) is equal to 
Qw, -) 0 <*, &&#a , where @‘xX, *) is essentially the approximate 
spectral form for --d, .Thus @,(A, *) is essentially convolution by 
(47~ ( xI)-’ sin(q 1 xI), where 7 = Im PI2 > 0, so by Young’s in- 
equality (A.2), @XK2, ) x converges a c 4 0 in Lp for 1 < p < 615. 
For E = 0, convergence of ft”(x, *) on K x ‘SE follows from norm 
continuity of ~R,(x)~* on the axis. 
We can now apply Theorem 2to obtain (2.11) with P,E[[W N Jr/-] 
on the left side. But since JV has measure zero, this is in fact Pa,. 
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APPENDIX 
We shall give here aproof of Theorem 3. For simplicity, we shall 
assume, as in [SJ, that h, , ha, and h, each ave exactly one bound 
state. This merely saves writing a few sums and indices, andmakes 
no essential difference in the proof. 
We shall use Holder’s inequality 
II uv llr d II 24 111) II vIlp. (A.11 
if l/y = (l/p) + (l/q) and 1 < p, 4, Y < CO; and Young’s inequality 
II 24 *v llr G II 24 llz, II vl/B (A.4 
if (l/r) + 1 = (l/p) + (l/q) and 1 < p, 4, r < 00, where u* u is the 
convolution of u and v. 
and 
~14w = 11 - &ml 4&W - ul%(~)lo 014 * (A.41 
Proof. In momentum space, (A.3) is simply a partial fraction 
expansion i p12: 
(jp,2 + k,2 - 4-l (Q.5” + 4 - z)-’ 
= (2k,2 - A,)-1 [(Qp,2 + A, - 2)-l - ($p,2 + 2k,2 - 2)-l]. 
To prove (A.4) multiply (A.3) by A, to obtain 
WW4Ik,(~ - 4) 0 II = V ml a~‘WM~ - &I Bl I- &Ml. 
Apply to this the operator I1@i(*, Z&)#i and use, on the right, 
the equation [a,r~l)(hl)]*bl$l = --+i to obtain 
Now [15, Eq. (2.3) and (2.5)] one has 
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which by (2.5) becomes 
Kw + g1@ - M 01(-P $1) $1 
= w4 - E%hw1”[4~“(~)1 - [& - A,) 01 c-2 MI) $11 Gw~ 
Now multiply b A, and use (A.5). 
LEMMA 2 (Kato [15, p. 2771). Let h, = --A, .If a(x) ELM , 
p >, 2, and l/r’ = (l/p) + 4 , then aeeihof maps L,# into L, with 
norm not exceeding 2-3/2(2~)-3/* tw pI/ajjp . 
Proof. Let (l/r) + (l/r’) = 1, z, = ueMih4 and W(X) =
e-lsla/4i%(X). The Green’s function for eHihot is 
so we obtain 
(4&)-3/Z e-lz-Y12/4it, 
I $4 < (47d-3’3 I @)I I +@t)l, t > 0, 
where 8 is the Fourier t ansform of w. Hence, 
II 0112 < (w-3’2 t-3’2 IIa I& II ~wwlT 
= (47r)-3/3 P 2-3/2 /I uII9 11 zil II7 . 
By Hausdorff’s theorem [28, p. 961, 11 ~3 Ijr < (27r)3/r II w II,,* = 
(2rr)3/’ (1 ullrl . The case t< 0 is similar. 
We shall now find it convenient to denote by LJd&) the space 
of all functionsf(&J with 
s IfGW d5, < ~0 
and to regard, for example, L (df,) and L,(d[,) asbeing distinct. 
LEMMA 3. Let a, , b, EL, ; then the following operators a ebounded: 
(a) JIB,: X - L,(&), if (l/P) + * = l/q, ;f v E L2. 
(b) B,: 2 - L,(d& ; L,(dx,)), ;f (l/r) + + = l/P. 
(c) the map v + A,(02 O2 c$~) from L,(dC,) into S’, if 8 < 
(l/p) + (l/r) < 1, andp, r 2 2. 
Proof. (a) Let u = J1B2f; that is, 
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By Schwarz, 
I u(&)I < (J I +1(x1) b,(& -t4l” 4y2 (J If@1 , &)I2 d%y2. 
The second factor isLa, while by Young’s inequality, the first isin 
(Ll *J&/2)1’2 = Lp > so the product isin L,L, = L, . 
(b) Let u = B,f; that is, 
Take the r-norm in x1 , and use LA2 = L, to obtain 
II 451 9 *)ll, G II b,(E, - : .)ll, II f(5, 9 *)I12 
= II b2 II?, Il.% 9 .)I12 * 
Square, and integrate ov r [r . 
(c) Let u = A,(v @a $a); then j\ u]I2 does not exceed 
f (j” I 4tx2 - $62) 4i2)12 ds,) I +2(x2)12 dx, . 
This is the inner product of #a2, which is in L, for 1 < q < co, 
with a function (essentially aI * v”) in Lpi2 *L,./, , which is L, for 
some s, 1 < s < co, provided that 0 < l/s = (2/p) + (2/r) - 1 < 1. 
LEMMA 4. (a) The map v + v @ d2 is bounded from L,(d&,) into 
L,(dt, ; L,.(dx,)), prooided that Y < p < q < 00. 
(b) If $ EL, , then the map w -+ J1(v Q2 9) is bounded from 
L,(d&) into L,(d&), P rovided that 1> (l/p) + (l/s) > l/q < 0. 
Proof. (a) Let 4& , x1) = v(ti) 4&,); then 
The right side is in (L, tLp,r)llr, where any s, 1 < s f 00, may be 
chosen. Taking s = 1 and (l/s) + (r/p) = 1 gives 11 ~([r ,a)& E
L* nL,. 
(b) Let u = Jr(v @a #); that is, 
451) = 1 ~(-2~1 - tt,) d45, - Sxl) +dxd dx, .
The hypothesis (l/p) + (l/s) < 1 implies that s’ < p, where 
(l/s) + (l/s’) = 1. Let s’ < r <p, and (l/r) + (l/r’) = 1. By 
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Holder with respect tothe measure 1+r(x,)l dx,, 1 u(t,)l does not 
exceed 
(j I 4-t% - B&)1’ I bl(-Q)l dJq (j I VW, - W” IY4W d.uIyT’. 
The first factor is in LP I? L, because qJ1 EL, n Lglr , while the 
second factor isin L, n L, for a similar reason. The product is 
therefore in Lq for (l/p) + (l/s) 3 l/q > 0 by (A.l). 
The proof of Theorem 3will now be given in several steps. From 
now on, q will denote the number 1 < q < 6/5 named in the state- 
ment of Theorem 3. 
(i) The operators f&~)(z) and Q~(z) are bounded on and con- 
tinuous p to the axis in operator norm. For if Q:!,‘(z) is represented 
on the space of functionsf(p, , +)Fourier t ansformed with respect 
to 51, it is multiplication by a#(z - $p12)bl , while Q&(z) is 
multiplication by a,r,i(z - #p12)bl . The desired result follows 
because ~,r~~‘(z)b, and a r~(z)b, areuniformly bounded in norm on 
L,(dx,) and continuous n the axis. 
(ii) (See [ll].) Q$( ) b d d x is oun e on S and continuous on the 
axis in norm. For Im x > 0, Q::‘(z) isthe Fourier transform of
Ale-itHoBfi~o,mj t is enough to prove that he norm of A,e-itHoB2 
is an integrable function ft. One has 
AlemiHotB2 = [e-isp?t12 o  I][1 o1 ule-i2k?t] B, . 
The first factor isunitary and may be dropped. Let u(xi ,e,) =
(B2fh , 5,) = b,(t, - h)fbl , tl). BY Lemma 2, 
(j I(4e-iHWxI , 5,)l” &)ljz < Ctb3ip IIal IID II UC., &)lir9 (A.6) 
where a, E LP , l/y = (l/p) + Q and 1 < Y < 2. But, by (ii), 
so the norm of A,e-iHofB2 does not exceed a constant times t-s/p. 
Since p may be taken both greater and less than 3, this norm is 
integrable. 
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(iii) Q&(z) is bounded on 8 and norm continuous on the axis. 
For by (A.4), 
e;2c4f = [I -c?1”441 QZlWf - U&l(4 & f) 014J (A.7) 
It thus suffices to how that J,R,(x)B,: S -+ L,(dx,) is bounded 
and continuous n the axis, and, as above, this reduces toshowing that 
[I o1 (e~~~~,l~., &)I B
has integrable norm. If again u = Baf, then 
WkW., El), &>I < II +1117 IIe-i2k~tU(-, &;>IId 
G ck3’* II Cl IIT II4.3 55)llr > (A-8) 
where l/r = (l/p) + 8, and the result follows a before. 
(iv) Q&(x) r,(x): L&d(,) + S is bounded and norm continuous n 
the axis. For by (A.3) and (A.4) together with [b2rA2)(h2)]*u2+2 = 
-42 9 one has for vEL, , 
9134 r2(+ 
+ Udg2@ - h2b 02+2>1 01 %dl - ww(~ 0242)) @la141 * 
There are four terms to estimate. Taking step (i) into account, 
we may dispose of the first by setting u(xi ,ti) = ~(5,) qS2(x2) in 
(A.5) and using Lemma 4(a). The last can be treated similarly by 
using (A.8). The second and third can be estimated by using Lemmas 
3(c) and 4(b) together with the following observation. 
LEMMA 5. Let I + l/o = (l/q) + =$, so that 3 < (T < 6. The 
operator g,(x - A,) is the sum of an operator from L, to L, , q < s < u, 
and one from L, to L, , u < Y < co, each of which is continuous up 
to the axis in norm. 
Proof. If g&z) = -(As + ,q-i, then g2(x) = gg,(2z/3). 
The resolvent g,(K2), Imk > 0, is convolution by g(x, k) = 
-(1/4n jx 1) eiklzl, so it suffices to write g = gy + g( 1 - x) where 
x = x6:Izl<1) * 
(4 JlB2wv*(d~2) +-w&) is bounded and norm con- 
tinuous onthe axis. For v E L&d(,), one has 
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where #s = b,as+s is in L, for s = $ f E. From Lemmas 4(b) 
and 5, one sees that he result holds if one can choose sso that 
1 > (l/o) + (l/s) > l/q. But l/s > (l/q) - (l/u) = $ holds; more- 
over, (l/a) + (l/s) < 1 can be satisfied by taking s = # f E. 
This completes the proof that A(z) is bounded and continuous 
up to the axis in norm; for the four elements ofA,,(z) have been 
estimated in Lemma 3(a), and steps (iii), (iv), and (v). We shall 
now prove compactness of A2(2). 
formJ;i) Q12 ( 1 (‘) x is compact on %‘. By the separation-of-variables 
64.9) 
if y is a smooth curve, separating [0,co) and (z - X: X >, 0} and 
coincides with, say, the imaginary axis at sufficiently largedistances. 
By the estimates of tep (ii), @i’(z) is continuous in norm if a, and 
b, are varied in Lp norm for p > 3. (Note that for Im z > 0, the 
Fourier t ansform of @i’(z) contains a factor eizt.) We may therefore 
assume, by approximation, thata, , b, EL, n L, . Then 
(A.lO) 
Now, ro(x) and gi(x) are convolutions by L, functions. Hence, the 
integrand of(A.10) has finite Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Thus, (A.lO) 
converges inoperator norm, since A, and B, are bounded, and is 
therefore compact. 
(vii) &i2(zz) is compact on X. By (A.7), itsuffices to prove 
compactness of the operator f + (J,R,(z) B, f) @r @r . Assume 
again that b, -5L2 n L, and use (A.9). The kernel of the resulting 
integral m ybe written 
s MC) 4% -35 ; 5)g1(51 - 77 I ; z - 5) Un - Srd +1(x') dx', (A. 11) 
where Y/,‘)(Z) and gr(z) are convolution by ~Jl)(x, 2) and g,(x, z)
and ai = u(xi) +i(xr) EL, n L, . For fixed x’, the kernel inbraces 
is Hilbert-Schmidt, w th norm O(l Im x I-“). 
Since q$ ELM, (A.ll) converges innorm and has operator norm 
O(l Im z I-“). When this is integrated over y, we again obtain a
compact operator. 
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(viii) CA2(z) r2(1z is compact; for, by (A.2), r (z): L&4$,) -+ ~‘6’ 
is bounded for Im z # 0. 
(ix) J,BJ,(z) is compact from L,(d[,) + L&d(,). For this 
operator has kernel 
s M51 - !PA A?,(-2% - $5, - 52 ; 4>91w dx, ’
It suffices, as in(vii), to prove that he kernel in braces is compact 
on L, for fixed x1 . We may assume as, b, EL, as before, sothat 
#2 ELp , for 1 < p < co. If gz( x; z) is replaced by gk’(x; z)= 
gz(x; z) x~~:,~,~~~(x), the resulting operator then converges innorm 
as E JO. It therefore suffices to prove that he kernel 
is compact for each x1 . But this has finite double norm [25, p. 3201 
since gg’ E Lp . 
It follows from (vii)-(ix) that.4,s(z), 01 # /3, is congruent to
0 (,“, 0)cl 0 (A.12) 
modulo compact operators. However, the matrix obtained by replacing 
&s(z) by (A.13 in A(z) is nilpotent so one has A2(z) E 0 modulo 
compacts. 
Analyticity of A(z) for Im z # 0 follows from the uniformity 
of these stimates in z. The statement (b) can easily beobtained 
from (vii) and subsequent estimates by computing more carefully 
the L,-norm of g,([; z - 5). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Note added in proof Professor Kato has pointed out that Lemma 2.2 fails to hold 
because of diagonal terms like ]iB,. If X is replaced by x’ = &, W(B,*), thenL(z) 
will be bounded from f’ to g/, and Y,(s) from x’ to X.; but G&r) will only map 
X0 back into X and not into x’. The method of Theorem 2 then fails to yield the 
isometric property of IV+@, H,), which, however, is well known [I, 71. If we appeal 
to this result, asdoes [6], the rest follows. 
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